
from CLOSER AND DARKER 
  

  

I first met Bill Burroughs behind that uptown chain link education at the hour 

frequency of word change was discussed. I first met Tank Gorin at Roy Davis’s cave 

the night of the cicadas down from the trees. I first met the Whisperer in Darkness 

behind the high school bedlam pole wishing I had a smoother cancellation. Now I 

wonder how people think about me. I mostly don’t but that’s what one says in this 

sort of backtalk, the hum of memoir. I must’ve been born on a long leash. 

  

So when I met Burroughs he seemed itchy. His suit was out. He was worn, 

untalkative, somewhere baffled, something wrong within the installation. So was I. 

On the not quite white subway where the shirts pull out we hung from those straps 

until the door and she shocked him with an exit kiss. Was this all a plant? From 

Gerrymander Town the man of invisible syllables. Couldn’t I have followed him 

across the planet? They say you first meet yourself. I don’t think so. Perhaps at the 

last? 

  

But he wanted to be a Conrad and be read by the money and doubted his own flicker 

genius. What else did he have? I tried to tell him but must’ve lacked the proper jack? 

How many more Vermonts till that song rings down the highway’s nodes? I will hire 

a farm in the middle of the Vineyard and forget. Perhaps when the walls come in he 

will listen. Like, just try to stop thinking. 

  

In Highway Lincoln Canyon there was a cave you had to cross the road in the 

middle. Of course in three snags of the Fifties a two-lane with little frequency, still, 

look both ways at once. Do I hear laughter? Somehow interior exterior, whatever, 

the same, the sights mostly stuck and tallied. I would have had to hire a head of hair 

from my father talking there. Actually, not much talking, a disapproving of felt 

speech. Luckily he shares me. And the caps come off all the tubes at once. I had to 

discuss this with him, but the fence was a highway of some charm and nobody could 

wait. The climax fizzled out along a much too low landscape of hands opening and 

closing on the clog. But, withal, there wasn’t much interference. Even from the King 

Sisters. 

  

I kept the rock firmly in my palm, watching the fist close, insecure about the taste of 



anything. People were hardly budged. We waited, but I won’t hang around here 

sniffing for tours. On the screen were three long lozenges, the colors of fake fruits 

everybody watched every minute in those lacquer days at the shoe show and leaning 

exhibition. I heard my mother commit the school to memory and I never had a slow 

day from then. The cats were the color of peanut brittle, both sorts, with a sort of 

rattle in case. Turned to peppermint and I ate too much, candy corn I injested 

vomited. Things desired in cases are not to be trusted, too much glass passed 

between. You just don’t know. 

  

This could go further being friendly but Godard would not approve. He sits in a 

limegreen barn of a lablike lounge and accuses himself of limitlessness, card to 

shuffled card. In this sublimity of livingroom time the game is one of research. She 

walks then, listening, speech for later, after sticking to things lessons have loosened. 

Girl with gold bar. Girl with grilled bag. A standing lover with twice as much room 

to sneer, and snare perhaps. The connections had come down in and around the 

lithium decor. I don’t wish to blame you, but you will not interfere with my aims. 

Broadcast as you will whatever standard version. 

  

I haven’t thought much about this, but why must I have to hurry? Doubtful dogs nod 

as diplodocus. Apply tattered philodendron to lapidary wheel. There are the ghouls, 

which are what in the vacant heat of eventual light? I’ve never seen one. The owl 

came out of the stovepipe where a scenic pie plate was supposed to cover it. Must I 

enter this every day? Better try to take the wheat from a kangaroo. Somewhere in the 

midst of Ohio floats a bar. The brothers there decided there was nothing further to 

pinch. 

  

Dundered in in brontosaurus boots. Pinch a sapphire and what do you get? A tree set 

with vibes so far from the gig. I couldn’t move and yet the film came to an ending: 

the girl caught the fighter pilot at the end of his string, overture of the bilious sailors 

at last. I fear their things are overhung, the strip lights can confuse your taste. I’ll take 

the one with the rock at his bidding. That the cane was waving as his auto came out 

of the cave, where they have tracks to take care of same, adventures in words you 

know. And those were Russian boots. 

  

Godard takes some comfort in the caution of others. Himself, he rents further 

facilities far from the pendulum of average reach, the nose on your face, the opening 



of a new projection. These after all were late things, wasps with clocks. I watch him 

take down all the objects one by one and halt in his wish to display them. The 

important point the rollicking water of dice yourself, plucky man. He keeps his ice in 

the monitors. These are the extensions of what you normally think to yourself. Who 

else to think to? My name is the one that eases in a trembling wave from a bright bus 

the war has passed on and subsequent itches. My name is the passage to clattering 

light loss. The house on the corner, with turret the petunias have left looking 

scrubbed. Long legs account for the lists of things he peruses you with. Less of an 

accent but of no account. Lays his head even with one long facet of the gem. 

  

The sewer came up in his sleep. My sleep, as if pinned to such going on of things. A 

siren examined for the first time close up in full sun, the film around and about it will 

more than this neighborhood view. I plugged and scrubbed but still the legs would 

not appear. His book had held a certain snooziness of attitude with broad stripes the 

result of chalk claps, evening of Abba Eben? Let’s return north and stop all this 

funny. But I’m nailed to my sleep, no matter the result of mother’s returns. 

  

I saw him bend over his desk, lean over the cube. Balthus in the door, only when no 

wind, the result of certain whispers. Only he could be charming in such chains, the 

result of leaning over the hard vegetable angles. I saw his crisis, an arrow glued back 

together after long loose farming. Here is Allen Eager, his whistle caught in a fog, 

lapels balancing whatever faux pas of aegis. The man is a fine specimen of blank 

mind, winter hollers, the holding down of pituitaries in the mud, a blonde mud. Buy 

a tie like his, go uptown east upstairs and ask, listen for a voice like Sid’s. 

  

But we’ll get it back, what?, as loads fall on the porch. Another winter of eaten and 

blind pandemonium the rinsed-out glasses should have put some sun in. This one’s 

an arithmetical doctor and far more than you can imagine insists on teeth, their 

purchase, on broadloom combing fences. These combinations, these wholes of things 

fragmenting as you touch, are mine, my rings, my spines of rule, my hose and 

bubbling morn. It all comes, don’t you trap the sound? He put me in a room, I 

trembled, then nothing further, the rides went on beyond. My hand into play collided 

with resultants, the creatures of the lid you’ll encounter echoed on payday. There are 

Allen Ginsbergs in this memory of the house, the box with some things broken, a 

major source of quick oils. A McCarthy who taught me ukelele, the one of little fame 

but so much door frame. Donnegan, one I never met, top hat and tonsils removed. 



Farley, an overcome cautionary of the waltz in Cue Street. French mention of 

everything will have you counting, shivers down and locks the latch, topics 

diminishing as you recede. And yes, behind the frog patch there were tombs there. 

Watch the top of your wallet. 

  

Had witnessed the kiss of threat on his person and never trekked again. I read about 

it in Kipling. People always involving waxes they wove around their filament 

persons and hummed as it zazzed, the tea papers to cake later, another load and fall. 

And the trumpets of all that meter shock even the easy going, but he rested briefly in 

Vermont until a scandal lifted him. There are concurrent authors if you stand loose 

enough to remedy on the sly. Coats of snow, just as hopeless, time to try, the scarlet 

conscience on those dials. I once saw it stood up on a building, how could it work? 

Kissing the famous sisters under the sizzle cymbals of Dancehand Silver’s band and 

club. Once I had orphaned there. West End, alimony winter slams and Walpole 

cocktails in hock, Ramblin’ by the shakers on bass. The waiters left for Texas, then 

the pharmacist of Fall River from the bridge. 

  

But these stretched shiny shops, as if my life had gone somewhere, how would I 

know? Back to that enormous morning, monday, when the compartment with the 

meat latches the yellow ones jimmied. Was I as obsessed then as I am obsessed now, 

with small independent turning things? The deepening into abeyance beneath which 

housing starts? I went out to see Dracula rattling downward. How deal with these 

oblivious crossups? 

  

It was tape recorded in its flimsiness then I was born with it. Godard bends over his 

lens, to put a cap on it. The cat sat on the ledge. This is as true as anything cannot 

help, just as contrived. At the year’s arrival yet we stretch to excess, a ladder up a 

tree. Everyone deals with small things in the prepared way, the dim avenue way, 

twists of lodge and capital. Someone had gone to the movie and someone had seen 

that. Pillar of true lights, the end of one season the beginning of night. Took cold at 

the lip of escarpment. Anyway at all it ends, we are the mental winners. 

  

He captured something, withal. Cat hopped off into his chosen morning. The one 

with the better rats under sticking lights. The set was then struck, the island retreated, 

recombined into shards of hillside the strangler. Oh was this strange. A clatter. The 

inside of an agate seen through a sunless window. But I was not brief. I laughed. His 



head came down into the mike and we ran. There is blood, at the tiny outside lapse 

of one digit. Locksmith, have a care. Let someone else be brigand for a term.  Bugs 

Bunny laughing. 

  

In Alphaville they push the lights ahead of them. To meet at all the uncle corners. 

White night angles where no one meets, and nothing latches. The air in the room all 

ran down, tires to the very meat. But I met him in the dream where he sold me on 

watching while everyone else didn’t. Which no one else, and especially not him, who 

was…? The nervousness general turned in airshafts, clicked on the spot. Where 

Tamiroff blanched, where the computer cleared, where Dick Tracy the informer met 

his cattle calls. The wind turned into strontium on that cold a winter slant to the 

south, and all the cars skid simultaneous on their license. It’s negative. It’s the girl at 

the window with a copy of the Capital. A blinking in my face, I walked from the 

building of somebody else’s term. 

  

It said go, later stop again, the train trip as shut as steel. Now those talking books are 

everywhere. Now the mornings were taken up with a guarded writing. The evenings 

all of a film. There was much to be said for being born, of coming true. No one is 

thinking of these suspended avenues, the ones the crystal axes off. The one, his 

number came up in his speech. In this jungle the label came off quite easily. The 

better to reef your madness, make it tell and then leave it to the lighter further island 

treatments. Would they take your marrow to give the girl a go? At random the 

neighborhoods sparkle. And in Paterson a single spotlit cup on the porch of 

McCallister Benway the shot importer. Everyone else sat in the morning courtroom 

bored while the eager boy continued to strain his blanching continuance. The blinds 

came over in rows. The bitter press of cup that could not but be. Somebody else is 

laughing while the counter ticks raw. Alpha 60 gusts from one to none, guests of a 

special worm the victims. 

  

But how can I pick the single thing from the vacant loan? All these questions have 

answers of total feed. Sartre was known to kick when an answer was felt coming. 

Long ones of articulate average, cars plopping, ammo so close to resistance. She 

writes her biography but misses the subject entirely, the plan falling empty to the 

hand that grabs the lapse. He walks out under awning’s edge and curl unharmed. All 

eyes underhanded in the petunias coughing. And as if petunias laughing. The top of 

the wall was onyx, the base base. We slid down from the music mansion in cabs of 



jazz. Take a velocity lozenge and hear. The nearness of a moonlight valentine you 

get along without very early. Vary eastward and the chord sets in the west. Numbers 

in the lake of vitamins but on prospect terrace set at variance. The lovers at beck of 

pole. This is the onyx Providence, the one without an obvious proffering of letters 

lower down the ridge streets of tree at bay. The afternoon sun on those whiz rows, 

fundamentally hocked. Zero razor on whim street, the necessary albums back in 

there, pluck them in placement dreams to wake from salutary and without a jacket 

though so knowing. It all crystallized before I could, was hidden in the ground down 

mountains. 

  

And charges against Ann Charters were dropped. Here among the battle averages 

sharing rock’s clear tonic reaches, Snyder sure stepping empty in the final hall. And 

Beckett repeating his participles from a London stair. Then Lennon modeling for the 

mask of glass. He had turned the cynosure of too many eyes. Then how can I focus 

this window? 

  

 

  
                                                                                                                     Clark Coolidge 


